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Abstrat. Eletroni properties, band width, band gap and van Hove singu-
larities, of (3,0), (4,0) and (9,0) zigzag nanotubes are omparatively investi-
gated in the Harigaya's model and a toy model inluding the ontributions of
bonds of dierent types to the SSH Hamiltonian dierently. Optial transition
frequenies are alulated. In this way an experimental orrelation between
the two models is ahieved.
1. Introdution
The last two deades have seen an explosive growth of the investigations on
nanosale materials. Carbon nanotubes have taken a rather large part of this eort
by blazing a trail in experimental and theoretial studies. This is due to their unique
hemial, eletrial and mehanial properties beause of the one-dimensional (1D)
onnement of their eletroni states, resulting in the so-alled van Hove singu-
larities (vHSs) in the density of states (DOS). With their engrossing properties
they have enormous appliations in very dierent areas, ranging from eletron-
is to biotehnology. Researh on ontrolled synthesis of nanotubes to progress
the standards of appliations is still a grand hallenge. Reent progresses may
make single-wall arbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) to play an important role in future
nanometer sale integrated photoni devies, in quantum optis and in biologial
sensing [1℄.
SWCNTs an be thought of as graphite ylinders formed by onneting two rys-
tallographially equivalent sites in a graphite sheet. A graphite sheet is a π-system
based on sp2 hybridized arbon atoms onsisting of strongly bound σ-eletrons and
a zero-gap semiondutor in the sense that the ondution and valane bands on-
sisting π states ross at K and K′ points of Brilloin zone. As derived from the
graphite sheet by the zone folding method, a (n, m) type tube is metalli, possess-
ing nonzero DOS in the region near Fermi energy, if n−m is a multiple of 3 sine
eletroni band rosses the Fermi level at two-thirds of the way to the zone edge.
These are orret as far as we remain true to zone folding approximation [2℄.
The tight - binding approximation has played an important role as one of the
most ommonly used alulation method for quasi - one - dimensional and higher-
dimensional systems. The Su-Shrieer-Heeger (SSH) model aquieses this ap-
proximation and is ommonly used to study the stability and eletroni struture
of nanotubes. In this model, hops of the π eletrons between neighboring ar-
bon atoms are studied and the loal eletron-phonon interation is treated in an
adiabati approximation [3,4℄.
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The SSH model treats the roles of all bonds, tilt or right, on an equal foot-
ing. However, hainlike struture of graphene and hene of nanotubes brings in
mind that the role of tilt and right bonds in the lattie and eletroni struture
of nanotubes might be dierent. As a matter of fat Cabria et al. [5℄ during an
investigation of the stability of narrow zigzag arbon nanotubes in the ontext of
loal density funtional alulations found that the axial bonds beoming shorter
and more sp2-like in harater, while the other bonds are beoming longer and more
sp3-like in harater.
Inspired by these, we found it worthwhile to modify the SSH Hamiltonian used
by Harigaya for studying the stability and energy gap properties of nanotubes [6-10℄
by onsidering the ontributions of bonds of dierent types to the SSH Hamiltonian
dierently at the very beginning. We introdued this modied version of Harigaya's
model and its appliation to armhair type nanotubes in [11℄ and some other pre-
liminary results elsewhere [12℄. Conerning the (3,0) zigzag nanotube, we observed
that the tiny energy gap appearing in Harigaya's model was lost, a result onsistent
with the metalliity of this tube [13℄. In this work, we ontinue to investigate the
eletroni struture of zigzag type nanotubes.
2. Model and Calulation
The aforementioned modied version of Harigaya's model is based on the SSH
Hamiltonian whih inludes dierent roles of the tilt and right bonds. This is
ahieved by taking the hopping integral of the ideal undimerized system, the eletron-
phonon oupling onstants and the spring onstants dierent for the tilt and right
bonds. In this way the introdution of two Lagrange multipliers and hene two on-
straints beome unavoidable. The separation of the onstraint into two onstraints,
vanishing of the sum of right bond distortions and vanishing of the sum of tilt bond
distortions, provides more freedom for lattie relaxations.
The total energy of the system is read as
(1) ET =
′∑
i,σ
ǫi,σ +
1
2γt
∑
i
[vti ]
2 +
1
2γr
∑
i
[vri ]
2 ,
where ǫj,σs are the eigenvalues of the model Hamiltonian. The self - onsistent
equation for the lattie is extrated as
(2) vt,ri = 2γ
t,r
[αt,rCt,r
γt,r
−
1
N t,rb
γt,r
αt,r
′∑
j,σ
B†i+1,j,σBi,j,σ
]
.
Above Bs are the eigenvetors of the Hamiltonian and γt,r = [αt,r]2/κt,r. The
prime indiates the sum over the oupied states of eletrons and Nb is the total
number of π - bonds. It is 1.5 times of the number of sites N . ET and v
t,r
i 's are
numerially alulated in the iteration method by the adiabati approximation for
phonons and the alulation was kept further to have onverged one vt,ri varied
less than 10−5.
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3. Results and Disussions
The determination of energy eigenvalues, ǫi,σs and energy eigenstates, Bs by
solving Shrodinger's equations neessitates the knowledge of the matrix represen-
tation of model's Hamiltonian. It is quite lear that this matrix representation
depends stritly on the geometry, i.e., whether one plans to do the alulations for
a arbon sheet, for an open ended nanotube or a nanotube with periodi boundaries,
sine the Hamiltonian is dierent for dierent geometries.
To be able to alulate the eletroni band struture properties of dierent ge-
ometries all together we preferred to write the matrix representation of eletroni
part of our Hamiltonian in a ompat manner as follows
(3) H
(el)
SSH =


MA MB O . . MD
MB MA MB . . .
O MB MA + . .
. . + + + .
. . . + + +
MD . . . + MA


where "+"s represents ontinuation ofMA andMB matries and
MA =


0 A 0 . . βNC
A 0 A . . .
0 A . . . .
. . . . A 0
. . . A 0 A
βNC . . 0 A 0


,
MD =


0 . . . . .
. βSB . . . .
. . 0 . . .
. . . βSB . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . βSB


,
MD =


βTD . . . . .
. 0 . . . .
. . βTD . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . 0 .
. . . . . βTD


and
O =


0 0 0 . . 0
0 0 0 . . 0
0 0 0 . . 0
. . . . .
. . . . . .
0 . . . . 0


.
Here, A, B, C and D stand for the hopping integrals between the nearest -
neighbor interation sites in the same row (tilt bonds); between the nearest - neighbor
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interation sites in dierent rows (right bonds), whih auses the sheet struture;
between the rst and last sites in the same row, whih reates zigzag nanotube, and
between the rst and the last rows, whih reate the periodi boundaries, respe-
tively. All the remaining terms indiated by dots are zero. βS, βN and βT represent
the evolution parameters for arbon sheet, open ended nanotube and nanotube
with periodi boundaries. Eah beta parameter varies from 0 to 1. In the ase of
armhair nanotubes the Bs and Ds exhange.
Beause of our toy model gives a better result onerning the eletroni band
struture of (3,0) nanotube, ompared to the Harigaya's model [13℄, we want to
hek its results from the point of view of the other eletroni struture properties
of this nanotube and also from the point of view of eletroni struture properties
of a large radius onduting (9,0) nanotube together with a semionduting (4,0)
nanotube. We perform the alulations with N = 2n and K up to 100 for all tubes.
For (3,0), the total number of C-sites inreases up to 600 for K = 100 and the
numbers of tilt and right bonds reah up to 600 and 297. These numbers are 800,
800 and 396 for (4,0) while they are 1800, 1800 and 891 for (9,0). In the periodi
boundaries ase, the numbers of right bonds keep themselves while the numbers of
tilt bonds inrease 3, 4 and 9 more, respetively. Of ourse, it should be mentioned
that for zigzag tubes the integer n is related to the length while the integer K is
related to the diameter of tube. We hose the numerial set of tt,r0 , α
t,r
and κt,r
parameters as 2.5 eV, 6.31 eV/Å and 49.7 eV/Å
2
, respetively [10℄.
The energy eigenvalues when (3,0), (4,0) and (9,0) nanostrutures (graphene,
open ended nanotubes and nanotubes possessing periodi boundaries) evolve from
trans-PA hains, both in the framework of our toy model and in that of Harigaya's
model, are obtained numerially by taking t0 and α values the same for tilt and
right bonds. From these eigenvalues we extrated the band width and band gap
variations together with the one-dimensional vHSs whih orrespond to logarithmi
disontinuities in DOS.
First, we report band width, i.e., the dierene between the highest and lowest
energy eigenvalues. Figs. 1(a), (b) and () show band width for three systems
omparatively in both models. For (3,0) the band width naturally starts with 8.73
eV, the band width value of trans-PA hain having the suitable length. Aording
to the Harigaya's model, at the early stages of arbon sheet formation band width
rises steeply and it then enters a sequene of rising and staying onstant stages with
small periods. But, aording to our toy model it regularly inreases during the
whole sheet formation proess. However, at the end of sheet formation proess, band
width reahes the same value, 13.80 eV for both models. During the ompletion
of open ended nanotube both models give the same behavior for band width. It
reahes 15 eV. Aording to both models, the band width stays almost onstant
at the formation stage of nanotube with periodi boundary onditions. If only the
nal value of band width would be onsidered, there will not be any dierene
between the two models. For (4,0) the band width starts with 9.16 eV, again the
band width of trans-PA of length yielding the (4,0) strutures, and shows almost
the same behavior as the band width of (3,0). For (9,0) the same appears with 9.75
eV, the band with of trans-PA of this length.
Next, we show band gap, i.e., the dierene between HOMO and LUMO. For
(3,0) the gap initiate with 3.39 eV, the gap value of trans-PA. As graphene evolves,
the gap goes down almost in a parallel way for both models to 0. This is onsistent of
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Figure 1. Band with evolution of (3,0), (4,0) and (9,0) strutures
both in the Harigaya's model and in the toy model. As βS varies
both βN and βT are kept xed at zero; as βN varies βS is kept xed
at 1 and βT is kept xed at zero and as βT varies both βS and
βT are kept xed at 1. Solid and dotted lines orrespond to the
variations in the Harigaya's model and in the toy model, respe-
tively.
graphene being a zero-gap semiondutor whose eletroni struture near the Fermi
energy is given by an oupied π band and an empty π∗ band. It is quite lear from
Fig. 2(a) that in the Harigaya's model the gap drops to zero for t0 = 1.63 eV while
it drops to zero for tt,r0 = 1.38 eV in the toy model. This is due to the looseness
of the onstraint onditions ompared to those in Harigaya's model. At the latest
stages of graphene formation and during the formation of open ended nanotube,
the gap vanishes and with the beginning of nanotube with periodi boundaries it
jumps up to 0.39 eV and falls to 0.33 eV at the ompletion when Harigaya's model is
used. Hene, aording to this model we have a nonzero gap for a (3,0) nanotube.
SSH model does not inlude bond angle and bond length variations giving rise
to nite urvature eets in nanotubes, deteted in several experiments as small
energy gap near the Fermi level [14℄. Therefore, the tiny gap near the Fermi level
in (3,0) appearing aording to Harigaya's model an not be interpreted as due to
urvature eets. For this an extended form of tight binding alulations to inlude
urvature eets had to be used [15℄. But aording to our toy model, the gap starts
and ends with 0.08 eV and 0.07 eV during the formation stage of (3,0) nanotube
with periodi boundary onditions (Fig. 2(a)). For (4,0) the initial gap value is 2.89
eV, it follows almost the same derease up to zero and then with the beginning of
nanotube with periodi boundaries jumps to relatively lose values, 2.23 eV in the
Harigaya's model and 2.07 in the toy model (Fig. 2(b)). Peng et al. [16℄ assume
that this SWCNT is a semiondutor, whih was predited to have an energy gap
of about 2.5 eV based on the graphene sheet model. On the other hand, some
authors [5℄ laim that (4,0) is metalli and this disrepany arises from the neglet
of urvature eets in the graphene sheet model. As for (9,0), the gap starts from
an even smaller value, 1.91 eV and then falls to zero at t0 = 0.88 eV and at t0 = 75
eV, respetively. At the ompletion of nanotube with periodi boundaries the gap
goes to zero (Fig. 2()).
We will report on alulations of one-dimensional van Hove singularities, i.e.,
logarithmi singularities: These singularities may be important in experimental
orrelations of models of nanotubes beause optial absorption or emission rates
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Figure 2. Band gap evolution of (3,0), (4,0) and (9,0) strutures
both in the Harigaya's model and in the toy model. As βS varies
both βN and βT are kept xed at zero; as βN varies βS is kept xed
at 1 and βT is kept xed at zero and as βT varies both βS and
βT are kept xed at 1. Solid and dotted lines orrespond to the
variations in the Harigaya's model and in the toy model, respe-
tively.
in nanotubes is related primarily to the eletroni states at the vHSs [17℄. In this
respet, the eletroni transition energies Eii, i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., that is the energy
separations between ith vHSs in the DOS of the ondution and valene bands play
the fundamental role sine the measured absorption peaks our at these transition
energies [18,19℄.
The reent progress in measuring the absorption peaks of single SWCNT instead
of SWCNTs bundle is enouraging [1℄. In this way eets arising from ensemble av-
eraging and eets introdued by a omposite medium are eliminated. Besides this,
ombined uoresene and Raman sattering measurements on the single moleule
level open up new ways to haraterize SWCNTs [1℄. These are among nondestru-
tive haraterization tehniques of SWCNTs, the only handiap is the eets on
eletroni properties due to inhomogeneities in their loal environments.
Sharp vHSs our in arbon nanotubes with diameters less than 2 nm [6℄. All of
our three SWCNTs have this property, 0.235, 0.313 nm and 0.704 nm, respetively.
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 respetively depit the DOS of graphene, open ended SWCNTs and
nanotubes possessing periodi boundaries aording to the Harigaya's model and
the toy model for (3,0), (4,0) and (9,0) strutures. We alulated the energies at
whih these singularities appear. In the toy model the number of vHSs is higher.
Gap is the interval between the rst vHSs in the valane and ondution bands. For
(3,0), the gap value obtained in this way is onsistent with the gap value obtained
from Fig. 2(b) both in the Harigaya's model and the toy model. (4,0) has an
energy gap of about 2.5 eV based on the graphene sheet model [16℄. Our result is
onsistent with this. For (9,0), we obtain an extra van Hove singularity very lose
to Fermi energy aording to both models. This is reasonable sine (9,0) nanotubes
are onduting. The next three singularities are oiniding with those of Hartshuh
et al. [1℄.
Transition frequenies ωii = Eii/~ m
−1
in the optial spetral range for (3,0),
(4,0) and (9,0) open ended nanotubes and nanotubes with periodi boundaries are
seleted from the alulated transition energies and are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 3. DOS evolution of (3,0 ) strutures for K = 60. (a) for
the Harigaya's model and (b) for the toy model.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig.3 but for (4,0 ).
4. Conlusion
Eletroni properties, band with; band gap and vHSs of three zigzag nanotubes,
(3,0) (small radius-onduting), (4,0) (semionduting) and (9,0) (large radius-
onduting) are omparatively studied in a toy model and in the Harigaya's model.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig.3 and Fig.4 but for (9,0 ).
The toy model is an extension of the Harigaya's model, it inludes the ontributions
of bonds of dierent types to the SSH Hamiltonian dierently. Both models give
the same band width. In the (3,0) ase, the band gap appearing aording to the
Harigaya's model disappears when the toy model is used for periodi onditions.
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Tubes Models βs Frequenies (m−1)
Harigaya βN = 1 25249.3
(3,0) " βT = 1 22168.4 23887.7
Toy βN = 1 19988.1 26858.3
" βT = 1 20910.7 23083.6 26941.8
Harigaya βN = 1 19881.8 24102.7 28094
(4,0) " βT = 1 19898
Toy βN = 1 20285.1 24981.5
" βT = 1 20285.1
Harigaya βN = 1 14662 20669.7 25840
(9,0) " βT = 1 11263.1 13193.4 18246.8 27226.6
Toy βN = 1 10989.6 13350 13974.8 19703.3 24117.3 25765.3
" βT = 1 11123.5 13318.4 18508.1 22206.5 23535.6 25611.1
Table 1. Calulated optial transition frequenies in both models
for open ended SWCNTs and SWCNTs with periodi onditions.
For the βN = 1 lines βS = 1 and βT = 0 and for the lines βT = 1
we have βS = βN = 1.
Both models give the same band gap for (4,0) nanotube. It agrees well with the
gap value given in the literature. For (9,0) the results of both models are the same.
When the toy model is used one gets many more vHSs. For (9,0) we obtained an
extra singularity in the viinity of Fermi energy. The alulated next three singu-
larities agree with those given in the literature. We ould not nd any data in the
literature for the orrelation of the other singularities.
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